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1. Introduction

1.

The proposed Council

regulation alms at

overbooked

scheduled

reservation

systems

fl lghts.

and

an

Apart

problems
from

Insufficient

resulting

from

malfunctions

exchange of

of

Information

between travel agents and air carriers, overbooking Is the result
of

the hIgh degree of

fully

flexible

f I ex I bIll ty granted to passengers hoI dIng

tickets,

I.e.

having

paid

the

full

publ lshed

economy, business or first class fare: They have the right not to
present themselves for the flight for which they
reservation without

losing the right

to use this

hold~a

confirmed

ticket

without

any additional charges on another flight to the same destination.

2.

The high degree of flexibility has, however, created the so-called
"no-show"-prob I em:
passengers

book

International

For

var lous

seats

practice

and
that

reasons

do

not

a

certaln

claim

number

them.lt

Is

of

usual

airlines which understandab:ly.·do not

want to risk finding empty seats as a result of

~no-shows"

certain degree of overbooking. This behaviour, however,

accept a

lmp·lles the

r'isk that"the number of passengers holding confirmed reservations
a~d

will

presenting themselves within the usual time- limit. for
exceed occasionally

the

number

of

~hecK~In

avallable·.sea_ts-.·on. that

flight.

· 3.

In

principle,

the

air

carrier's

treatment

of

the

passengers'

Interests In overbooking sl:tuatlons Is a part of the quality: of the
servl·ce.· One could therefore,
this ·problem should be
the

left to the market. However, ·.the level of

protection ·of· consumers'

unknown

and,

In theory,. argue that solutions. to

ther~fore,

not

Interests

In

open

quality

for

thl,s,,fleld

Is ,often.

of· the -servlc'

comparisons between different. air carriers. A lack.of transparency
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Is given.

More competition wll I normally generate an

Improved

quality of the service and/or more attractive fares. It cannot be
excluded, however, that certain air carriers might tend to neglect
quality of the services considerations In areas In which
transparency Is widely lacking, I.e. the behaviour of an Individual
carrier In overbooking situations. Under these circumstances the
public Intervention Is required In order to safeguard the Interests
of passengers.
4.

The need for CommunIty act Ion In thIs area, however, arIses not
only from the objective of establishing reasonable minimum
standards for passengers In an area which Is normally not open for
qual lty of the service comparisons between Individual air carriers.
It has furthermore to be taken Into account that the economic
environment In which air carriers have to operate has substantially
changed and will continue to change following the Council measures
of December 1987. These changes will lead to more competition and,
as a part of this development, to a wider use of non fully flexible
tickets.

5.

In such a sItuatIon two bas Ic prob Iems have to be overcome. The
first one Is to decide on the criteria to be applied In allocating
priority for boarding amongst passengers who are denied boarding.
The second one Is the quest Ion of a reasonab Ie compensa t Ion In
favour of passengers who are denied boarding. The current practice
on these problems differs substantially between air carriers. Some
apply racol;imand:ltions published by International organlsatlo!"e !Ike
iCAO (intornatlonal Civil Aviation Ci'g:m~:;:::!!c~}, ECAC (European
Civil Aviation Conference), lATA (International Air Transport
Association) or AEA (Association of Europe:!~ A!r!!nes), whereas
othei~ a~~iy t~a:; ow~ :~~~rnal guideline~=~ do nothing tn ~r0t~~t
the Interests of passengers who are danled boarding.
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6.

One could argue that passengers not turning up for the flight for
which they hold a confirmed reservation are mainly responsible for
overbooking situations and that common rules should establish at
least a certain kind of financial responsablllty on behalf of these
travellers. However, the higher fare for fully flexible tickets
already Is said to take account of the no-shows by being based on a
low (55%) break-even load factor. Furthermore, air carriers prefer
to maintain the high degree of flexibility In favour of business
travellers and are not prepared to establish measures aimed at·
actively discouraging no-shows. Thus, air carriers are fully

•
•

responsible If an overbooking s.ltuatlon forces them to breach -de
facto- In a number of Instances contracts with passengers holding
confirmed reservations.
7.

On the other hand passengers using non-fully-flexlble .. tlckets would
seriously suffer from such a situation .. They would In many
Instances forfeit their right for transport totally or partially If
-. · they do not turn up In time for·a connecting flight Irrespective of
the reason for their del·ay. The air carrier In fact does get Its
money I rrspect Ive of whether the traveller turns up or not. It
co~ld, therefore, be considered as a serious breach of contract by
the air carrier concerned If these passengers . (with ful-ly flexible
tickets) are denied boarding as a consequence of the behaviour of
other passengers who do not forfeit their right for transport In
similar situations.
Therefore, the Commission has reached the . conclusion that
safeguards In favour of non-fully flexible ticket holdera are
required In ord~r to establish a more reasonable balance of rights
and·obllgatlons between air carriers and these passengers ..

8.

In .addition to· the need for a special safeguard In favour of. the

-'·' ··

Interests of non-fully flexible ticket holders ruJes concerning the
level of compensations should be Introduced In ordt~r to esta!;:llsh

-

~

-

common standards for the protection of the Interests of passengers
and to eliminate distortion of competition between air carriers
resulting from different behaviours In with area of widely lacking
transparency.
9.

•

The proposed Council Regulation envisages exclusively the relations
between air carriers and passengers holding confirmed reservations.
However, It should not be Ignored that the overbooking problems
might occasionally also result from the behaviour of travel agents
who confirm reservations without explicit acknowledgement from the
air carrier. For these and other reasons the Commission's services
are currently considering the development of a code of conduct for
travel agents which Inter alia would cover this aspect of the
overbooking problem In scheduled air transport.

II. The structure of the proposed Council Regulation
1.

The attached draft Council Regut·atlon ·mainly establishes criteria
referring to the two basic problems mentioned above. Following a
description of the scope of application (Article 1) and the
necessary definitions (Article 2) It specifies some priority
criteria to be applied by air carriers as soon as It Is evident
that a certain flight Is overbooked (Article 3). Apart from the
necessity to give due consideration to passengers being handicapped
or travelling for reasons of death and Illness of faml ly members.
It Is propose~ to :mposG apon ~lr carriers the ob!!gat!cn to start

.-.

to surrender their confirmed reservation on the basts of certain
conditions.
2.

If the number of passengers who have not responded to the aIr
carrier's call for volunteers still exceeds the number of available
seats people such as the air carrier's own employees travelling for

-
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private purposes on a fare basis which Is not available to the
publ lc should step down first If they have not already been asked
to step down. Passengers holding non-fully flexible tickets shall
be given boarding priority .

•

•

3.

The second problem to overcome Is the compensation to be paid If
passengers holding confirmed reservations are denied boarding. The
proposed compensation amounts are linked to the delay caused by
denied boarding (25% or 50% of the value of a fully flex lble one
way ticket- Article 4}. In view of the serious potential. damage
for passengers losing -because of overbooking- their right to an
onward flight to their final destination an obligatory compensation
of 100% of the value of a fully flexible one way ticket Is
envisaged.
In addition to these compensation amounts air carriers shall be
obliged to provide further services In a reasonable relation to the
additional waiting time (Article 5}.

4.

Article 6 deals with situations In which the air carrier shall not
be obliged to pay compensations. This shall

In particular be the

case If passengers fall to fulfil their obligations or prefer to
seek, Instead of accept lng cash compensatIons, a compensat lon of
the damage by using established laws on damage compensation.
5.

Article 7 contains obligations upon air carriers and Member States
aimed at ensuring an effective and transparent

Implementation of

the proposed Councl I Regulation.
Article

8

contains

provisions

aimed

to

ensure

the

necessary

transparency on the common rules to be established by the proposed
Regulation. Article 9 contains the usual clauses with regard to the
date of entry Into force.
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Proposal for a
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)
on common rules for a dented boarding compensation system
In scheduled air transport

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the
Community, and In particular Article 84(2) thereof,

European

Economic

Having regard to the proposal of the Commlsslon<1>,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parllament<2>,
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Commlttee<3>,
Whereas the Council .measures taken In December 1987 represent a first
step towards the establishment of a fully developed common air
transport pol Icy;
Whereas Community action In the field of the protection of the
Interests of air transport users Is required In order to ensure a wet I
balanced development following the changes of the general environment
In which air carriers have to operate;

(1)

(2)

(3)

•
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Whereas current practice In the field of dented boarding· compensation
differs substantially between air carriers;
Whereas

•

certain

common

minimum standards

In

the

field

of

denied

boarding compensations will contribute to ensure that more competition
In air transport will not result In a deterioration In the Qua.llty of
the air carriers' services;
Whereas clear and transparent criteria for boarding In the event of
overbooked flights are reQuired;
Whereas In particular· such criteria should Improve the rights of nonfully flexible ticket holders;
Whereas air carriers have to be obliged to pay certain compensation
amounts and to provide additional services to passengers who are denied
boarding;
Whereas passengers have to be clearly Informed about appl lcable rules;
Whereas It Is appropriate that the Member States provide for a special
procedure In dealing with complaints In case of denied boarding,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:
Article 1
This

Regulation

establ !shes common minimum

rules

appl !cable where

passengers are denied access to a scheduled flight for which they have
a valid ticket and a confirmed reservation departing from an airport
located In the territory of a Member State of the European Community to
which the Treaty appl les Irrespective of the State where the air
carrier Is establ !shed, the nationality of the passenger and the point
of destination.
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Article 2
For the purposes of this Regulation:
a)

"denied boarding" means a refl,lsal for passengers to be accommodated
on a flight although they have:
-a valid ticket,
-a confirmed reservation on that flight, and
-presented themselves within the required tlme-1 lmlt for
check-ln.

b)

"confirmed reservation" means that a ticket sold by the air carrier
or Its authorised travel agent contains
a speclflcatlon·of the number, date and time of the
flight, and
the notation of "OK" In the appropriate space on the ticket
signifying the registration by the air carrier as well as the
express acknowledgement of the air carrier of the reservation;

c)

"scheduled flight" means a flight possessing all of the following
characteristics:
It Is performed by aircraft for the transport of passengers or
passengers and cargo and/or mall for remuneration, In such a
manner that seats are available for purchase by members of the
pub! lc, either directly from the carrier or from Its authorised
agents and
It Is operated
points, either:
(1) according to
(2) with flights
recognlsably

so as to serve traffic between two or more
a published timetable, or
so regular or frequent that they constitute a
systematic series.
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d)

"overbooked flight" means a flight where the number of passengers
holding a confirmed reservation and presenting themselves within
the required time-limit before

dep~rture

time of the fl lght exceeds

the number of available seats on that flight; a flight cancelled

'

for commercial reasons shal I be considered as an overbooked fl lght;
e)

"volunteer" means a person who has:
-a valid ticket,
-a confirmed reservation and
presented himself within the required time limit for check-In
and who responds positively to the air carrier's call for
passengers beIng prepared to surrender their confIrmed
reservation

In

exchange

for

the·

carrier's

offer

of

compensation;
f)

"compensation" means a valuable return In the form of money,
travel

voucher

and/or

other

services

In

favour

of

a

passengers

holding a confirmed reservation for a scheduled flight and being
voluntarily or
flight
g)

Involuntarily denied from boarding an overbooked

i

"non-fully flexible ticket" means any ticket to which conditions
are attached which I lmlt the fl lghts and/or air carriers on which
travel

Is permitted and which

limits the passengers·

rights to

cancel or vary the reservations with or without consequential
financial penalties published by the air carrier as a standard
condition of purchase;
h)

"fully flexible ticket" means any ticket which allows travel at any
time and concel latlon and/or variation of bookings and reservations
at any tIme wl thIn a 12 month per lod from date of purchase and
refund without financial penalty of the. price paid for any unused
element of carriage;
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I)

"final destination" means the destination on the flight coupon
presented at the check-In counter or. In the case of subseQuent
fl lghts. on the last fl lght coupon of the ticket. Connecting
flights which can be carried out without difficulties although a
delay has been caused by denied boarding are not taken Into
account.

j)

"Intra-Community flight" means a scheduled flight between airports
located within the European Community;

k)

"extra-CommunIty flight" means a scheduled flight depart lng from an
airport located In a Member State and arriving at an airport In a
third country;
Article 3

1.

In the event of an overbooked flight air carriers shall In the
first Instance call for volunteers who are prepared to surrender
their confirmed reservation In exchange for a confirmed reservation
on an alternative fl lght to the final destination and refunds
according to Article 4. Nevertheless the airline may. before the
call for volunteers. refuse boarding for the passenger mentioned In
paragraph (3)(a).

2.

In the event of an overbooked class air carriers may reQuest
passengers holding first class or business class tickets to accept
to be placed In a lower class. If they accept the air carrier shall
be obliged to pay a refund at least amounting to the difference
between the t lcket value of the class or lglnally booked and the
ticket value of the class actually used. If they do not accept the
provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 shall apply.

\.
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3.

If the number of passengers who have not followed the carrier's
ca I I for vo Iunteers st II I exceeds the number of tot a I ava I Iab Ie
seats on an overbooked flight, the air carrier may deny boarding to
passengers but only provided It Is not possible to offer them empty
seats In another class, In accordance with the following criteria :

,

a)

Passengers such as aIr II ne or trave I Industry reI a ted emp'loyees,
travelling for private reasons on their own account on a
reduced fare basts which ~s not available to the public and who
have not been requested to step down before the cal 1 for
volunteers shall· be dented ·boarding first;

b)

Boarding priority shalt be given to passengers trave~llng on a
non-fully flexible ticket provided:
they hold a valid ticket and a confirmed .. reservatton·.for
the flight In question,
they have presented themse Ives wIthIn ·the. requIred ~tIme
l lmlt for check-In and
the air carrier Is unable to offer an alternative flight on
the same or another routing to the final destination which
Is scheduled to arrive less than two hours later at the
final destination.

4.

Notwithstanding the criteria laid down In paragraph 3,·alr ,carriers
should give due consideration to the interests of:
passengers who have demonstrated the need to trave I due to
death or II lness of a faml ly member,
aged or handicapped passengers and unaccompanied children,·
when allocating seats on an overbooked flight;
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Article 4
1.

The air carrier shall be obliged to pay to passengers holding a
confirmed reservation and having presented themselves within the
required time-limits for check-In, who were prevented from boarding
an overbooked flight and who have received and accepted a confirmed
reservation for an alternative flight:
minimum

compensation of 25% of the value of the lowest fully

flexible ticket to their final destination In cases In which
the alternative flight Is scheduled to arrive at the final
destination at least 30 minutes later than the original flight
but less than two hours later on an Intra-Community flight or
less than four hours later on an extra-Community flight.
minimum compensation of 50% of -the value of the lowest fully
flexible ticket to their final destination In cases In which
the alternative flight Is scheduled to arrive at the final
destination at least two hours later on an Intra-Community
flight or four hours later on an extra-Community flight.
The payment of denied boarding compensation shall not affect the
passenger's right to use his ticket on another fl lght to the
original point of destination or to seek a complete refund of the
ticket value If he does not want to accept the alternative flight.
2.

The air carrier shall be obliged to pay compensation of 100% of
the

value

destination

of

the

lowest

fully

flexible

In cases where the passenger

ticket

to

his

final

loses his right for a

flight to his final destination because of denied boarding and the
air carrier Is unabl& to offer an alternative flight.

-

..
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Article 5

In the case of the organization of a package tour by a tour operator,
the air carrier shall be obi lged to compensate the tour operator with
the

amount

passengers
which

which would have to be
as

compensation

the tour operator

for

Is

paid by

fa I I I ng

to

the

latter

provIde

In

favour

servIces

liable on the basis of Directive

of

and

for

.. ./ ...

(package travel).

Article 6

1.

Apart from the minimum compensat lon amounts as set out ".In Art lcle 4
the air carrier shall offer free of charge to passengers-who are
denied boarding:

a)

In the event
flight,

at

that

any

luggage .has been sent on

the choice of

the passenger,·.collectlon and safe
return~

keeping at the point 6f destination or Its
b)

the or.lglnal

the expenses for a telephone·call and/or

telex/telefax~message

to the point of destination;
c)

meals and refreshments In a reasonable relation to the waiting
time;

d)

hotel accommodation In cases where an·additlonat overnight stay
Is necessary.

2.

When a town, city or region Is served by several airports, and an
air

carrier

flight
the

offers

a passenger

who has

to an alternative airport

passenger

compensation
alternative

had
to

booked,
cover

airports or

the

the
to

denied boarding,

to the destination airport

passenger
cost

an

been

of

should

be

travelling

alternative

close-by

whichever is ~he most convenient to the passenger.

a

that

offered

full

between

the

destination,
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Article 7
1.

The

carr ler

shall

not

be

obliged

to

pay

denied

boarding

compensation If the passenger falls
a)
b)
c)

to comply with the air carrier's conditions of carriage;
to comply with the air carrier's or the airport's ticketing and
check-In requirements;
to undergo a securIty check or other usua I departure
forma I It Ies.

2.

The air carrier shal I not be obi lged to pay denied boarding
compensation In cases where
a) the passenger Is travelling free or at a discount fare which Is

b)

neither directly nor Indirectly available to the general
pub II c;
the passenger explicitly maintains his right
to seek
compensation of the damage In reliance on the laws relating to
damage compensation established In the Member State concerned.

Article 8
Member

States

shall

available, whether

ensure

that

In

their

territories

provided by public or private bodies,

there

Is

a rapid,

efficient and Inexpensive procedure for use by the consumer In dealing
with his complaints concerning his rights In the case of dented
boarding, where these are not resolved amicably. They shal 1 Inform the
Commission of these procedural rules.
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Article 9
Air carr lers shall, at the request of passengers affected by denied

•

boarding, Inform them of the responsible bodies to which complaints
against the non-observance of this Regulation have to be addressed In
the Member State where the ticket has been purchased. They shal 1
provide each passenger affected by denied boarding with a claim form
setting out the denied boarding compensation rules.

Article 10
This Regulation shal I enter Into force on 1 December 1990.

This

Regulation

shal r

be

binding

In

Its

entirety

and. dJrectly

applicable In alI Member States.

Done at

f

Brussels,

For the Council
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